
Introducing  

Weapon Heat Sensors
“The technological wonder that will win the fight.” 

TARGET MARKET:

• Police
• Military

FEATURES:

• Sound and Vibration Modes 
• Metal Detector
• Clip 

 

PATENT INFORMATION:

Patent pending. 

SUMMARY:

   Imagine yourself in an alley at night in search 
of an assailant.  As a Police Officer you called for 
backup, but help will not come soon enough. 
Imagine that as you go further into the dark you 
wish that you had something like a radar that 
would detect a threat.  That device is already here. 
Although it is not a radar, it provides a similar re-
sult.  It is called the Weapon Heat Sensors.  It is an 
innovative invention that will save lives.  Lives like 
yours.  

With Weapon Heat Sensors, you can reveal 
heat emitting objects behind obstacles such as 
walls, doors, boulders, trees to name a few using 
a FLIR infrared thermal detector.  As an added fea-

ture, our one-of-a-kind unit is also enhanced with 
two long range metal detecting capabilities that 
can recognize carbon steel, stainless steel, iron, 
and aluminum weapons.  A size of a dime, the met-
al detectors are a necessity when combined with 
the FLIR Infrared detector in detecting assailants in 
ambushed scenarios where the Fog of war is the 
most unpredictable.

In these uncertain times, the market for per-
sonal early warning devices is at its infancy.  There 
aren’t a lot of these types of devices sold in the 
Global arms market.  So, there is plenty of room to 
expand and one of these niches is in the field of Se-
curity such as the Police department and the Mili-
tary.   As for its uses, besides in a combat situation, 
the Weapon Heat Sensors is fully capable in search 
and rescue of missing persons, as well as detecting 
fugitives in hideouts.

Weapon Heat Sensors

Thermal Imaging. See how it works!
Watch the video at 

www.weaponheatsensors.com
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Robert Navarro

About the Developer
Robert Navarro from Gilbert, AZ, invented an innovative device to save lives 
using an early warning system. Robert contacted the Mars Rising Network 
and had a provisional and design patent application filed and had the 
invention designed properly so that he may see success with this great idea 
and turn it into a real product. He is actively seeking a company that would 
have an interest in licensing the product for a royalty. Working with Mars 
Rising Network, this essential new design concept was refined and prepared 
to be presented as a commercial product. 

For more information:

Inventors

Robert Navarro

Gilbert, AZ

PH: 480-233-4152

Email: info@weaponheatsensors.com

www.weaponheatsensors.com

888-627-7747  /  888-MARS-RISING
www.themarsrisingnetwork.com  •   BBB A+ 5 Star Consumer Rating
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